
MARKETING IS A
MISSION-CRITICAL

INVESTMENT.

#1 BELIEVING "IF YOU SELL IT, THEY
WILL BUY."

If you want your business to succeed, it is
essential that you conduct marketing.
Many make the mistake of viewing
marketing as an expense when instead, it
should be viewed as an investment in your
company's future.

 #4 CONFUSING THE MARKETING AND
SALES FUNCTIONS

Although often used interchangeably,
marketing and sales are too separate but
connected functions. Marketing is used
to generate leads. Sales closes the deal
and transitions leads to customers. Your
marketing campaigns should focus on
generating leads not closing sales.

#3 OMITTING RESEARCH

Research enables you to make informed
decisions and uncover insights that will
help you achieve your marketing
objectives.

10 Knucklehead 
Marketing Mistakes to Avoid

for Better Results

#2 USING A ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL
APPROACH

Segmentation and creating audience-
specific marketing approaches that align
under a central theme is critically
important. Target customers have
different needs and motivations, so
optimize your marketing for maximum
appeal.
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#5 UNDERESTIMATING THE POWER
OF INTEGRATED MARKETING

Using a mix of marketing channels and
tactics will amplify and reinforce your
message to engage multiple target
customer segments. 

#6 FOCUSING ON WHALES OR THE
WRONG MARKETS

Begin marketing to target customers who
are within your reach and build your
experience, customer base to become
more attractive larger target customers.

#7 EXCLUSIVELY RELYING ON
DIGITAL OR SOCIAL MEDIA 

Traditional marketing strategies should
be included in your campaigns. Investing
your entire marketing budget in digital
and social marketing requires a higher
financial investment and more time to
achieve results. 

#8 AVOIDING SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media is a powerful marketing tool
when used strategically. Determining the
appropriate mix of social, digital and
traditional marketing will deliver greater
success for your business.

#9 MIMICKING YOUR COMPETITORS
AND PEERS

What works for one company will not
necessarily work for your company.
Creating marketing campaigns that
uniquely promote and position your
company, products or services is key to
achieving success.

#10 UNDERVALUING METRICS AND
EVALUATIONS 

Determining realistic and attainable
goals for your marketing efforts are
crucial to your success. Use your metrics
to monitor your campaigns and adjust
your campaigns based on strategies or
tactics that bring you success.
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